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Abstract-A new direct approach for the computation of a quasi-stationary solution of an initial- 
boundary value problem for the heat equation is presented. 
In practice, there are a lot of problems with periodically oscillating temperature fields. Let us 
explicitly mention as well engines in which a circular process takes place as therm&l devices 
with a periodical type of working or constructions, which are affected by a permanent change of 
heating and cooling. 
We start from Fourier’s differential equation for the instationary temperature field in a solid 
body PI 
pc $ = div(X grad t) + q in R x (0, oo) (I) 
in a, for simplicity say two-dimensional domain, 0 c 92 =. Let us suppose that the specific heat 
capacity c, the density p and the heat conductivity coefficient X only depend on the local variables 
2, Y. BY q = q(z, Y, r), we denote the intensity of heat sources. 
We consider an initial-boundary value problem for Equation (1) with 
t = tc for 7 = 0 (3) 
and 
n. (-A grad t) = o(t - tc) on Xl x (O,T]. (3) 
In the boundary condition (3) of the third kind, cx denotes the heat transition coefficient and t,, 
the temperature of the environs. It is not essential that we restrict ourselves to study boundary 
conditions of the third kind-Dirichlet or Neumann conditions can be handled in a similar way. 
The specific of the given problem consists in the fact that t, and q are periodical in time and 
allow a representation 
t, = te,O + g(t.,j,i CO8 Wj7 + te,j,2 sin CdjT), (4) 
j=l 
and q satisfies an analogous expansion with coefficients qj,l,qj,s. We shall use the repreaenta- 
tion (4) or the corresponding complex version 
with T,j = t,,j,l - it,,j,z. (5) 
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We are looking for the quasi-stationary solution of the given initial-boundary value problem. 
That means: due to the periodical data t, and q, we expect the exact solution to be of the form 
t = t+t,,,, where lim i = 0 
r-00 
and tper is periodically in time (our quasi-stationary solution). 
First, we describe an indirect approach to compute tper numerically. In the indirect approach, 
a standard numerical method for the solution of (l), (2), (3) is used, for instance, a finite element 
method for the discretization in space combined with an adequate solver for the resulting stiff 
system in time, in the simplest version backward Euler [2]. During the solution process, we 
watch the solution and stop the time integration if we believe to see that the influence of t’ can 
be neglected, and the solution behaves periodically. It is clear that this indirect approach is not 
satisfying. 
The aim of this note consists in proposing a natural direct approach. Corresponding to (5), we 
choose for the solution the representation 
(7) 
In the next step, we insert (7) into (l), (2), (3) an d compare the coefficients of exp(iwjr). In this 
way, we obtain the initial-boundary value problem 
1 
peg = div(A grad i) + %Qs, 
j=l 
n * (-X grad t^) = o(i- trzT,,c) on 8R, 
and the N boundary value problems 
GjpcTj = div(A grad Tj) + Qj in R, 
n * (-.A grad Tj) = a(Tj - Te,j) on 8R, 
forj= 1,2,... , N. A well known general theorem from [3] proves 
(9) 
lim i(z, y, T) = !RT,,o. 
z-co 
Therefore, our quasi-stationary solution admits the representation 
t per = %Te,o + ?R kT(x,y)eiwjT. 
j=l 
The direct computation of the quasi-stationary solution requires the solution of the N elliptic 
boundary value problems (9). Of course, we have to show the existence of solutions of (9). 
Defining Tj = vj - iwj, the complex problem (9) is equivalent to the real system 
-div(A grad vj) + wjpcwj = Qj,i with n . (-A grad vi) = o(vj - tej,l), 
-div(A grad wj) - wjpcvj = Qj,a with n * (-A grad wj) = o(wj - te,j,a). (10) 
Now, we introduce the corresponding weak formulation on Hi(n) x H’(n), defining the bilinear 
form 
+ 
J 
xvwv11, - 
J 
WjpCVIj,+ 
J 
QW?b 
n n a-2 
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The variational version of (10) reads: find (v,w) E H’ x H1 such that 
4(v, w), (4, $1) = f(4, $,), for all (4, $1 E H1 x H’. (11) 
It is a simple exercise to show that all the conditions of the standard Lax-Milgram Lemma 
(compare [4]) are fulfilled. Thus, problem (11) or equivalently (9) admits a unique solution. 
Of course, only in special cases it is possible to solve the boundary value problems (9) exactly. 
The next step consists in the numerical solution of these problems. Because the Lax-Milgram 
lemma is applicable, the finite element method seems to be the natural method for solving (9) 
approximately. The Lax-Milgram lemma proves simultaneously the solvability of the discrete 
problems and allows to apply the standard convergence theory for finite elements. 
Based on our direct approach, the program system TEMPEQ has been developed by Kalit- 
zin [5]. TEMPEQ is a modification of the system ROBDIS [S], in stock at the Technical University 
Dresden, for solving 2D temperature fields based on the finite element method. TEMPEQ allows 
the computation of temperature fields with periodically oscillating temperature fields. A lot of 
examples in [5] prove that the principal approach proposed in this note works practically very 
efficient. 
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